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sunami was one of the worst and most devastating of tragedies to strike the Indian coast in 

recent times. Governments and several agencies immediately rose to the occasion to take up 

the task of rehabilitation and resettlement of people affected by the disaster. 

Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme (TRP) that was implemented by the Disaster Management 

Department of Government of Kerala is one of the largest and the most comprehensive of such 

interventions in terms of its size, scope and reach. Funded by the Planning Commission, 

Government of India, an amount of Rs.1148 Crores were spent for various livelihood, 

infrastructure, rehabilitation and resettlement programmes. It was implemented through 16 

Departments and several government agencies and Self Help Groups, spread across the coastal 

region of the state. The Programme was launched in 2007 and is nearing completion. 

The Benefit Monitoring and Evaluation (BME) of TRP was entrusted to Gulati Institute of Finance 

& Taxation (GIFT). To conduct the study, an Evaluation Team was formed consisting of two 

faculty members from GIFT, Dr C S Venkiteswaran and Dr N Ramalingam, and a Social 

Development Specialist, P Rajesh Kumar as consultant. 

This Report was prepared as part of BME-TRP, and relates to Cooperation sector debt relief 

scheme for fishermen under this programme. During the study, we received overwhelming support 

from the officials of TRP Section and Cell, Fisheries Department, Cooperative Department, 

Matsyafed offices and Primary cooperatives. 

We are happy to submit this draft report to the Disaster Management Department, Government of 

Kerala. 

 

 

Thiruvananthapuram                                                   Dr. D. Narayana                             
23 August 2012                                                                                Director, GIFT 
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Evaluation at a Glance 
Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 

Co-operation Sector Debt Relief  

 
Areas of Performance 

(Maximum Score -20 for each ) 
Score 

1 Project Concept and Planning            7 

2  Project Monitoring and Achievement of Core Objectives 7 

3  Co-ordination within and between Departments/Agencies 10 

4  Beneficiary Satisfaction, Participation and Community Mobilization 7 

5  Innovations and Sustainability   5 

           Total Score  36 

           Grade  Below Average 

         *Poor = 20 and Below; Below Average = 21-40; Average = 41-60; Good = 61-80; Excellent = 81 and Above  
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CHAPTER 1 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 The Disaster  

 

sunami that hit the costal arc of Kerala on 26 December 2004 inflicted colossal damages to the 

infrastructure, ports, harbors, fishing jetties, electricity transmission systems, fishing vessels and 

other assets along the coast, and above all, the lives, human settlements and livelihood of the 

coastal community.  
 

Table No 1.1 

An Overview of Damages Caused by Tsunami in Kerala 
  

Component  Initial Revised after  

  Assessment In-depth assessment 
 

Coastal length prone to sea erosion (Km) 250 590 

Penetration of water into the main land (Km) 1-2 5 

Average height of tidal waves (Mts) 3-5 5-10 

No of Villages affected  187 226 

Population affected (In Lakhs)  4.25 10 

Human lives lost (Nos)  171 238 

Persons moved to safer places (Nos) 24978 24978 

Dwelling places destroyed  2919 2919 

Livestock lost (Exc. Poultry)  883 883 

Cropped area affected (Ha) Including   

River Banks near the seashore  949 2151 

Boats destroyed (Nos) 10882 3989 

Source: Disaster Management Department, Govt. of Kerala 

T
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The fact that the population density along the entire coastline is the highest and the people inhabiting the 

coasts are among the poorest, amplify the intensity of the impact of the calamity on the lives of the 

people. It has borne the maximum brunt of devastation in terms of loss of lives, inflicting of injuries, 

loss of houses and properties. Even before tsunami, the fish catch from the sea was on the decline, 

which further worsened by its impact upon their income levels and livelihood. 

 

The State, NGOs, UN agencies, and the world community responded quickly with relief and 

rehabilitation measures. Tsunami Emergency Assistance Programme (TEAP) funded by Asian 

Development Bank, Prime Minister’s Natural Calamity Relief Fund (PMNRF) and Tsunami 

Rehabilitation Programme (TRP)  as additional central assistance by Planning Commission of India were 

the major projects implemented by the  Government of Kerala as part of its rehabilitation and 

resettlement efforts.      

 

1.2 Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme – National Approach 
 

Looking at the extent of damage, Planning Commission had drawn up the Tsunami Rehabilitation 

Programme for reconstruction of damaged physical and social infrastructure and revival of impaired 

livelihoods of the coastal communities.  A Core Group in the Planning Commission was set up under 

the direction of Honb’le Prime Minister to coordinate and manage the National Tsunami Reconstruction 

effort (PMO UO No. 100/61/C/42/04-ES-II). The Core Group has representation from Central 

Ministries/Departments, State Governments, Research Institutions and the Planning Commission.  The 

objective of TRP is to restore the livelihood and economic activities of the affected population, 

accelerate poverty alleviation in the tsunami-affected areas that are vulnerable to high incidence of 

poverty, and rehabilitate and reconstruct public and community-based infrastructure that are vulnerable 

to natural disasters. 

 

Guiding Principles of Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme  
 

The mandate of the Reconstruction and Rehabilitation programme for Tsunami affected areas goes 

beyond the immediate priorities or Tsunami reconstruction, and pursues broader social and economic 

issues that impact upon the household and community-level development and empowerment. The 

Programme emphasizes improving quality of life, using replacement and up-gradation of assets as means 

to achieve it. This is in consonance with the Prime Minister’s appeal of “converting the disaster into an 

opportunity to rebuild and modernize the fishing and coastal economy.” The program also focuses on 

reduction of susceptibility of the coastal communities to Tsunami like disasters by increasing the efficacy 

of prediction and response mechanisms. The overarching principles, which will govern the Programme 

implementation, include the following: 

  
i. Good Environment Management Practices: Attention will be paid to ensure that all 

programmes/sub programmes emanating from this Programme do not have any adverse- 

environmental impacts and that they conform with the Environment and Coastal Regulation. 
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ii. Participatory Approach: Under the Programme Implementation Framework, people and 

representative institutions would be involved in the decision making process during programme/sub 

programme design and execution. This would ensure that community priorities and aspirations are 

reflected in programme deliverables. 
 

iii. Egalitarian Approach: The Program would in all its initiatives apply principles of equity to ensure, 

that the most disadvantaged amongst the victims are not bypassed 
 

iv. Private Sector and Non Profit Sector Participation: It is proposed to encourage participation of 

private sector, NGOs and expert institutions in the programme so that they are an integral part of the 

rehabilitation planning process. This will expand the ownership and knowledge base of the 

programme. 
 

v. Gender Sensitivity: A disaster is often more debilitating for women. The programme will ensure 

that special consideration is provided for women in special circumstances that include women headed 

households, widows and destitute women. The programme would ensure that women and women 

groups are involved in all stages of programme design and implementation so that special needs   of 

women are incorporated. 
 

vi. Concern for children: Nutrition, health and education needs are factors, which directly impact 

welfare of children. The programme will make provisions for building up the necessary infrastructure 

through which these services can be delivered to children affected by Tsunami. Special provisions 

would be made for children rendered orphan due to Tsunami. 
 

vii. Need Based Approach: The programme would take into cognizance the special needs of tribal 

and coastal communities affected by the Tsunami. The programme designs under the programme 

would stay sensitive to region specific culture, climate, life style and economic vocations of the 

beneficiaries. The norms and standards would be accordingly defined. 
 

viii. Transparency & Accountability: The programme will institute appropriate institutional and 

procedural mechanisms to ensure the transparency and accountability. It is every citizen’s right to 

know the relief available to him/her in the event of disasters and what has actually been distributed. 

Transparency in rehabilitation and reconstruction operations also ensures that distributive justice is 

done and reduces complaints and counter complaints. 
 

ix. Objectives and Outcomes: Planning for each sector would carry clearly identified objectives and 

outcomes so that at the completion of reconstruction phase, clear achievements and deliverables can 

be quantified. 

 

1.3 Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme in Kerala  

 

Government of India announced additional central assistance of Rs 1148 Crores for Tsunami 

Rehabilitation Programme (TRP) in Kerala. To accelerate the economic recovery in affected areas 

rehabilitation programmes were implemented by the Department of Disaster Management in nine 

coastal districts of the state through 16 line departments and agencies viz; Department of Fisheries, 
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Kerala Water Authority, Public Works Department, Harbour Engineering Department, Kerala State 

Electricity Board, Health Department, Education Department, Social Welfare Department, Animal 

Husbandry Department, Dairy Development Department, Agriculture Department, Irrigation 

Department, Forest Department, Tourism Department, Science & Technology Department, Co-

operative Department. In addition the Coastal Housing and Resettlement Programme is directly 

implemented by the Revenue Department.  The total allocation for Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 

(Additional Central Assistance) is Rs.1148 Crores. This includes a Special Package of Rs.100 crores being 

implemented through the District Collectors in four badly affected pockets: Alappad (Rs.42.50 crore), 

Arattupuzha (Rs.40.00 crores), Edavanakkad (Rs.12.50 crores) and Andhakaranazhy (Rs.5.00 crores).  

 

Government of Kerala for the speedy and effective implementation of the programme created the 

following administrative arrangements  
 

 

I. State Level Steering Committee (SLSC) 

II. State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC) 

III. Project Management Unit (PMU) 

IV. Project Implementation Unit (PIU)  

V. District Level Monitoring Committees  

VI. TRP Cell  

 

I. State Level Steering Committee (SLSC) 
 
A State Level Steering Committee was constituted with the Chief Minister as Chairman, Minister 

(Revenue) as Vice-Chairman, Head of Department of the Disaster Management Department as 

convener and with the following members. 

Minister for Finance, Minister for Transport, Minister for Public Works, Minister for Local Self 

Government, Minister for Fisheries, Minister for Water Resources, Minister for Ports, Minister for 

Electricity, Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Forest, Minister for Housing, Minister for Tourism, 

Minister for Industries, Minister for Social Welfare, Chief Secretary, Principal Secretary/Secretary, 

Finance, Transport, Public Works, Local Self Government, Fisheries, Water Resources, Ports, Electricity, 

STED, Agriculture, Forest, Housing, Tourism, Industries and Social Welfare. 
 

 

Duties & functions of State Level Steering Committee (SLSC) 
 

� The SLSC would act as an advisory body to provide overall guidance   for the effective 

implementation of the project and to monitor its progress from time to time.   

� The Committee will meet at least once in six months.  

� The Committee can co-opt any other Ministers or Officers of State Government or any expert in the 
field as member.  
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II. State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC) 
 

Government also constituted a State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC) for Tsunami Rehabilitation 

Programme with the Chief Secretary as Chairman and Principal Secretary/Secretary of Disaster 

Management Department as convener and with Principal Secretary/Secretary of the following 

departments as members:-   

Finance, Transport, Public Works, Local Self Government,  Fisheries, Water Resources, Ports, 

Electricity, STED, Agriculture, Forest, Housing, Tourism, Industries and Social Welfare.  
 

 
Duties & functions of State Level Empowered Committee (SLEC) 
 
 

� The Committee will have the powers to grant requisite approvals/sanctions for various 
projects/schemes submitted by the implementing agency based on the recommendations of the 
Project Management Unit.   

� The Committee will also monitor and supervise the effective implementation of the project.  

� The Committee will meet at regular intervals as per need and at least once in three months to review 
the overall progress. 

� The Committee will have powers to co-opt any other officers of the State Government as Member.  

 

III. Project Management Unit (PMU) 
 

In addition a Project Management Unit constituted in the following pattern.  
 
Project Director : Additional Chief Secretary/Principal Secretary/ Secretary of    Disaster 

Management Department 
 

Members : Executive Director, Kudumbashree,  

  Director of Fisheries,  

  MD, Kerala Water Authority,  

  Member (Distribution), KSEB  

  Chief Engineer, PWD (Roads & Bridges) 

  Chief Engineer, Harbour Engineering Dept.  

  Director, STED 

  Director of Agriculture,  

  Director of Panchayats 

  Director of Social Welfare 

  Chief Conservator of Forests,  

  Secretary, State Housing Board. 

 

Member Secretary   : Head of the TRP Cell in Disaster Management Department. 
& Convener 
  
The Unit will have the powers to co-opt any other Officer of the implementing agency if considered necessary. 
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 Duties & functions of Project Management Unit (PMU) 
 

PMU is responsible for: 

� Providing day-to-day assistance and guidance to implementing agencies. 

� Review of sub projects/proposals from implementing agencies for approval for SLEC/ADB and 
issuance of requisite administrative sanctions.  

� Disbursement and accounting of funds against review of financial reports provided by 
implementing agencies.  

� Consolidation and submission of Progress reports to the SLEC. 

� Quality control and transparency requirements to be followed by the implementing agencies.  

� Such other related matters for the effective implementation of the Project.     
 

IV. Project Implementation Unit (PIU) 
 

 

All the departments involved in Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme have constituted Project 

Implementation Units in the respective departments .  
 

The Project Implementation Unit (PIUs) will be responsible for: - 

� Detailed assessment, surveys and planning of reconstruction including public consultation and 
input from recipient’s local entities and beneficiaries.   

� Preparing and presenting sub project proposals to the respective Executing Agencies.   

� Prioritizing works, preparing detailed designs, specification, schedule of quantity, contacts and 
related bid documents, issuing requisite technical sanction.    

� Day to day implementation, supervision and quality control of reconstruction activities, 
approving payments to contractors.   

� Maintaining progress report, records and accounts for sub projects. 

� Such other day to day matters relating to the execution of their schemes/projects. 
 

V. District Level Monitoring Committee  
 

District Level Monitoring Committee was formed for the effective monitoring of the project 

implementation and for taking the course correction actions and for avoiding bottlenecks in field 

level implementation in the following pattern  
 

Chairman :  President of the District Panchayat concerned 
 

Members :  Head of District Offices of Public Works, Water Resources, Agriculture, 

Tourism, Social Welfare, Industries, Ports and Electricity, Presidents of 

Block and Grama Panchayats in the district concerned who are 

implementing the Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme 
 

Member Secretary  :   District Collector of the districts concerned 

& Convener 
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VI. TRP Cell  
 

Government formed TRP Cell in the Disaster Management Department under an IAS Officer in the 

rank of Additional Secretary/Joint Secretary/ Deputy Secretary with an Under Secretary, one 

Section Officer, Two Assistants, one Stenographer, one Typist and two peons.  

 

1.4 Terms of Reference 
 

Gulati Institute of Finance and Taxation (GIFT) was entrusted to conduct the Benefit Monitoring 

and Evaluation (BME) of the Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme implemented by the Disaster 

Management Department, Government of Kerala.  
 

Objectives of the Evaluation  
 

The final project evaluation is intended to provide an objective and independent assessment of the 

impact of project strategies and interventions. The objectives of the final evaluation are: 

� To assess the quantitative and qualitative output / outcome of the programs on the target groups 

vis-a-vis the stated objectives in key-result areas namely (a) poverty reduction, (b) institutional 

strengthening and community empowerment, (c) strengthening social capital, and (d) rebuilding 

social and physical infrastructure . 

� To map the process elements as envisaged in the project document and undertake process 

monitoring to supplement the evaluation results. 

� To document the best practices and the lessons learned for the benefit of on course correction 

and future planning and guidance. 

� To critically examine the issues related to the sustainability of the gains of the project after its 

withdrawal. 

� To assess the SHG activities for livelihood development and the benefits derived by the State in 

post-tsunami operations. 

    

Scope of the Evaluation 
 

The evaluation will cover the projects implemented under tsunami rehabilitation programme 

completed upto 31st July 2011. The evaluation will cover a representative sample of nine districts of 

Kerala (location specific) where the Tsunami rehabilitation programme is being implemented and 

the activities of 16 departments (Sector specific). Appropriate sampling design is to be worked out 

for the selection of the villages and the households. The family should be taken as the basic unit of 

study at the micro level. For data collection, suitable interview guides and interview schedules could 

be used along with focus group discussions, case studies and observation techniques. The whole 

exercise of evaluation is to be participatory, using PRA methods, stakeholder analysis etc. 
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Furthermore, relevant data from records and reports have to be gone through. Facts and figures 

collected from various sources should be triangulated for ensuring their validity and reliability. 

The progress and achievements of the project will be tested against the following standard 

evaluation criteria: 

 

Relevance:  
 

The main focus will be on the appropriateness of the project’s concept and design to the overall 

situation of the project area, in particular, the: 

� Extent to which the stated objectives correctly and adequately address the problems and real    

    needs of the target groups  

� Relevance of the project design within the framework of Government policy guidelines 

 

Efficiency: 
 

The main focus will be to ascertain how well the project activities achieved the intended results in 

terms of quantity, quality and timeliness including: 
 

� Whether similar or better results could have been achieved by other means at lower cost in the 

same time.  

� Whether project activities were done right i.e. on time, in expected quantity and quality. 

� General implementation and management of the project in terms of quantity, quality, and 

timeliness of inputs and activities, adherence to work-plans, action-plans, and budgets.  

� Extent to which internal factors (interventions, structures, culture, systems) influenced (both 

positively and negatively) achievement of program impact. 

� Adequacy of monitoring and evaluation, technical support given to the project by all stakeholders 

� Responsiveness of project management to changes in the environment in which the project 

operates; 

� Co-operation among project partners and other key stakeholders in achieving project results.  

 

Effectiveness:  
 

The main focus will be on the extent to which the project achieved its stated results and purpose in a 

sustainable way, including: 
 

� The progress made in achieving the results of the project at all levels 

� Efforts made in capacity building of the local project stakeholders for the projects implemented 

with community participation and whether the strategies are working or not and why.  

� Project’s management of risks taking into account the stated risks and assumptions. 
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Impact:  
 
 

The main focus will be on whether the project’s overall objectives have been achieved or are likely 

to be achieved, specific changes that the project has brought about in the lives of target groups, and 

impacts realized or likely to be realized, including: 

� Extent to which expected change has been achieved in the indicators against the baseline levels. 

� Extent to which the project has impacted on the target communities in bringing about the 

desired changes.  

� Assess the extent to which the external factors have affected the achievement of the project 

impact. 

Sustainability: 
 

The main focus will be on whether the impact, outcomes or changes brought about by the project 
are likely to continue after the end of the project and whether they can be sustained, including:  
 

� Extent to which the target groups and key stakeholders own the objectives and achievement of 

the project. 

� Policy support/Resource support available to the project from the relevant Government 

departments of the State for the continuance/ operation/maintenance of the programme. 

� Assess the capacity of the communities/Govt. departments and the key stakeholders to continue 

the project activities after the end of the project, including financial and technical capacities. 

� Extent to which program activities are sustainable by communities without the support from the 

project. 

 
Specific Tasks 
 

The consultant will be responsible for developing the evaluation design, methods, sample size and 

tools, with overall coordination from the Project Director or from the designated staff in the PMU. 

All of this information will be presented to the Project Director/Designated staff in the   PMU and 

concurrence will be given to the consultant before the evaluation begins. Given the objectives, the 

final evaluation will use both quantitative and qualitative methods for collecting the required 

information. The proposed methods include key informant interviews, focus group discussions, 

document reviews and surveys. The consultant will undertake the following tasks:  

Develop an evaluation framework and methodology in consultation with PMU. The methodology 

for the evaluation will include sample size selection and a mix of quantitative and qualitative tools; 

 

� Develop an evaluation plan in consultation with PMU; 

� Undertake extensive document review to familiarize with the project; 

� Develop a list of output/outcome indicators for each type of scheme.  
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� Develop evaluation tools in consultation with PMU and conduct validation and field testing of 

the same; 

� Undertake data collection, tabulation and analysis exercise; 

� Share draft findings prior to preparation of draft report; 

� Prepare the recommendations and guidelines for strengthening/ revival/ correction of the 

scheme which are found achieved the  declared objectives and outcomes    

� Prepare  report; 

� Revise the report based on feedback from PMU, if any; 

 

1.5 Methodology of Evaluation  
 

Evaluation Team 
 

GIFT constituted an Evaluation Team to conduct the above study and the Team worked out the 
following methodology. 
 
Desk review and analysis of secondary data 
 

In order to get familiarized with the project activities, the evaluation team carried out extensive 

document review of sub project plans and implementation modalities. Facts and figures collected 

from various sources like PMU, PIU and PIOs were subjected to a triangulation for ensuring their 

validity and consistency. After having an in-depth understanding of the project and the assignment, 

the Team prepared an evaluation plan.  
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Categorization 
 
For organizing the evaluation process and convenience of sampling, and on the basis of the nature 

of the intervention, the projects implemented by various departments under TRP were categorized 

by the evaluation team into five sectors as detailed below:  

 

No Sector No Implementing Organisations 

1 
Restoration and Development of 
livelihoods 

1 Fisheries Department 

2 Animal Husbandry Department 

3 Dairy Development Department 

4 Agriculture Department 

2 

Infrastructure Development (Roads and 
Bridges, Water supply & Sewerage, Ports & 
Jetties, Power and ICT and Tourism 
Infrastructure)  

5 Public Works Department 

6 Kerala Water Authority 

7 Kerala State Electricity Board 

8 Harbour Engineering Department 

9 Tourism Department 

3 Social Infrastructure and Welfare 

10 Health Department 

11 Social Welfare Department 

12 Education Department 

13 Cooperative Department 

4 Environment and Coastal Protection 

14 Irrigation Department 

15 Forest Department 

16 Science and Technology Department 

17 Kerala State Inland Navigation Corporation 

5 
Coastal Housing and Resettlement Project*  

18 District Administrations 

Special Package* 

 

*The Coastal Housing and resettlement project comes under the Environment and coastal protection sector and special 

package addresses the issues of all sectors in the four worst affected villages. However, these two projects which are 

implemented by the Revenue Department are taken as a separate sector for the study.   
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Sectoral Allocation Details 

 

 
Allocation – Social infrastructure and Welfare sector   

 

 

Sampling Strata & Selection 
 
For sampling purposes, a stratified random sampling method was adopted. The different strata are: 

 

Stratum 1. Cooperation Sector Debt Relief Scheme      

Stratum 2.  Two top ranking districts in terms of fund allocation were Thiruvananthapuram and 

Alappuzha Districts. (Refer Table 2.1 of Chapter 2)  

Stratum 3.  Three Implementing Agencies  

Stratum 4.  Selection of Primary Cooperatives (Basis:  Random selection)  

  

Livelihood

3.62%

Infrastructure

28.48%

Social Infrastructure 

& Welfare

14.08%
Environment & 

Coastal Protection

14.55%

Coastal Housing & 

Resettlement 

27.68%

Special package

8.71%

Others

2.88%

Education 
39%

Anganwadis
6%

Health 
46%

Debt Relief 
9%

Education 

Anganwadis

Health 

Debt Reelif 
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In the case of Co-operative sector debt relief scheme, the sample districts were selected on the basis 

of the funds allocated to each district for implementation of the Project. From the nine districts, two 

top ranking districts in terms of fund allocation were Thiruvananthapuram and Alappuzha Districts. 

Sample societies were selected from these two district covering all the implementing agencies viz, 

Matsyafed, Fisheries department and Co-operation department.   

 

Methods Adopted & Evaluation Tools  
 
Co-operative sector debt relief scheme is evaluated using four methods viz; i) Focus Group 

Discussions (FGD) ii) Structured Field Observation iii) Informal Interviews with Stakeholders and 

iv) Case studies. As evaluation tools, customized checklists and observation sheets were prepared.  

 

Grading of Schemes 

Based on primary and secondary data, structured observations and focus group discussions with all 

the stakeholders like the representatives of PMU, PIU, Departments, Agencies, NGOs and CBOs 

the Team identified a set of five performance areas are listed below:  

Five areas of Performance 

1.  Project Concept and Planning            

2.  Project Monitoring and Achievement of Core Objectives 

3. Co-ordination within and between Departments/Agencies 

4. Beneficiary Satisfaction, Participation and Community Mobilization 

5. Innovations and Sustainability   

 

The Grading was done in the following manner 

The Scheme was evaluated on the basis of each area of performance with a maximum score of 20 

marks each. On the basis of the aggregate score received, the scheme was graded on a five point 

scale ranging from Poor to Excellent as shown below.  

The Maximum Score is 100 (20 marks x 5). 

 

                   Grade Score 

Poor 20 and Below 

Below Average Between 21 – 40 

Average Between 41 – 60 

Good Between 61 – 80 

Excellent Above 80 
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CoCoCoCo----operation Sector Debt Relief Schemeoperation Sector Debt Relief Schemeoperation Sector Debt Relief Schemeoperation Sector Debt Relief Scheme    

2.1. The Scheme  

Considering the damage caused to livelihood assets and the decline in catch after tsunami disaster, a 

project for debt relief for fishermen was introduced under Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme.  

Loans availed by the fishermen for procurement of fishing inputs in the tsunami affected areas were 

considered eligible for the debt relief scheme. An amount of ` 15.15 crore was allocated for this 

project under TRP.  The loans taken from the cooperative societies functioning under Fisheries 

Department as well as Co-operation Department were considered for the debt relief programme.  

The coverage and extent of loan waiver was decided on the basis of the second report of the  Kerala 

State Fishermen Debt Relief Commission submitted to the government.  

This scheme under TRP was an extension of the debt relief scheme implemented by the state 

government during the time.  Loan waiver scheme for the fishermen community was initiated as 

Phase-I with the fund received from National Co-operation Development project (NCDP) and was 

implemented through primary cooperatives of the Matsyafed and Fisheries Department. And later it 

was continued in Phase II with the state government funds through the same agencies. When the 

government allocated ` 15.15 crores for debt relief for Co-operation sector under TRP, it was 

implemented as Phase III as a continuation. Under TRP, societies under Co-operation department 

were also included in the scheme with an outlay of ` 0.91 crores. The norms and procedures 

followed in the earlier phases of debt relief programme were followed for relief under TRP also.   

Following are the major points in the recommendation of KSFDRC which was accepted by the state 

Government for the debt relief scheme under Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme: 
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� The loans given with funds from National Minority Development Finance Corporation, 

National Backward Class Development Finance corporation and from the own funds of the 

primary cooperatives will be considered for the loan waiver scheme.  

� The loans given upto 31.12.2007 for procurement of fishing inputs and for fish vending are 

considered for the debt relief under the project. Loan availed by the fishermen and their wives 

are also considered for waiver .  

� Outstanding principal amount of the loan only should be considered as the debt liability of the 

fishermen. While assessing the existing debt liability, Matsyafed and the primary cooperatives are 

to avoid the interest and penal interest on the loans.  Government will provide the outstanding 

principal amount to the societies, and the remaining amount should be written off by the 

societies at their cost.   

� Maximum amount of debt relief for a family will be limited to `  75,000.  If the husband and 

wife of a family have availed loan for fisheries purpose, the relief will be limited to `  75000.  

� If the beneficiary has repaid an amount equivalent to 150 % of the original loan amount, the 

loan has to be considered as closed by the primary cooperatives. In addition, in case of loans 

issued till 31 December 1995, if an amount equivalent to 50% of the original loan amount is 

repaid against the loan account, such loans will also be considered as closed. In the same way, 

for the loans issued between 1 January 1996 and 31 December 2000, the cooperatives should 

close the loans where an amount equivalent to 75% of the original principal amount is repaid 

against the loan account. For all these waivers, government will not provide any assistance under 

the project to the primary cooperatives.  

� Concerning the beneficiaries whose outstanding debts are not cleared even after availing the 

maximum debt relief under the scheme, the primary cooperatives should permit the beneficiary 

to repay the balance debt in installments in a manner acceptable to both parties. If a beneficiary 

is willing to settle the loan amount remaining after debt relief in a single installment, the primary 

cooperatives should not charge any interest on the same. 

Implementation arrangement  

The debt relief scheme under TRP was implemented through three agencies.  Cooperative societies 

functioning under Matsyafed, Fisheries Department and Co-operation Department were selected for 

implementation of debt relief scheme under Tsunami Rehabilitation Programme.  

 

For identifying potential beneficiaries of debt waiver, the primary cooperative societies were asked 

to submit the details of outstanding loans as on 15 October 2009. In case of loans issued by primary 

cooperatives under Matsyafed an Account Verification Team (AVT) was constituted for overseeing 

the authenticity and veracity of the statements forwarded by the primary cooperative societies.   The 

account verification team was constituted with officials from both Matsyafed and Fisheries 

Department, consisting of one officer from Fisheries Department (FDO or Unit inspector) and two 

officers from Matsyafed.      
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On the basis of the field level verification by this team, society-wise final list was prepared for waiver 

of loans issued with own funds of the primary cooperatives societies. In the case of loans given from 

the funds provided by NMDFC and NBCDFC, loans were issued directly by Matsyafed through the 

Primary Cooperative Societies (PCSs) and repayment also was managed by their district offices. In 

the case of these loans, the list of beneficiaries for loan waiver is prepared at the Matsyafed district 

offices.   

After preparing the final list, 50% of the eligible amount is transferred to the societies and the 

remaining will be transferred on submission of utilisation certificates for the first installment 

subsequent to completion of all the loan waiver procedures.   

In case of Cooperative Department, total approved project outlay for each society was transferred in 

a single installment.  The societies were asked to submit the utilization certificates after completing 

the write off procedures.    

Table No. 2.1 

District wise/Agency wise details of debt relief scheme under TRP 

No 
Implementing 

Agency  

Project Out lay (` in Lakhs)   

TVPM KLM ALP KTYM EKM TCR MLP KZKD KNR KSGD 
Total (%) 

Amount  % 

1 Matsyafed  388.47 133.08 222.80 43.54 178.69 170.02 59.54 116.93 32.85 30.66 1376.58 91 

2 Fisheries Dept 
 

8.36 21.53 
 

0.28 11.84 
 

4.81 
  

46.81 3 

3 Co-operation Dept.  
 

53.55 25.10 
 

12.84 
     

91.50 6 

  Total  388.47 194.99 269.43 43.54 191.81 181.85 59.54 121.73 32.85 30.66 1514.89 100 

 
Percentage  26 13 18 3 12 12 4 8 2 2 100  

(Source: Compiled from project documents of PIUs) 

Government of Kerala has notified the coastal villages in the nine districts in the state as Tsunami 

affected. Kottayam does not have a coastline or a marine fishermen community. However the 

Matsyafed has allocated three per cent of the project fund to this district for waiver of loans issued 

to inland fishermen   

Figure No. 1 

Implementing agency wise distribution of project out lay  

 

91%

3%

6%

Project outlay

Matsyafed

Fishereis Dept.

Co-op Dept.
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Sampling  

Thiruvananthapuram and Alappuzha are the two top ranking districts in terms of fund allocation for  

debt relief project under TRP.  Among the ten districts which the project covered, 25 % of the total 

allocation was spent in Thiruvananthapuram district, and in the case of Alappuzha district, it was 18 

%. Hence these two districts were selected as sample for in-depth evaluation of the project.  

Sampling was done, so as to cover the societies under all the three implementing agencies of this 

project viz; Matsyafed, Fisheries and Co-operation Department. Three societies under Matsyafed 

and one each under Fisheries and Co-operation department were selected for in-depth evaluation of 

the loan waiver scheme under TRP.    The societies that are top ranking in terms of project outlay in 

each district were selected as sample.  In Thiruvananthapuram district, only Matsyafed has 

implemented the project, therefore the sampling in this district was limited to this implementing 

agency.   

Table No.2.2. 

Details of societies visited  

No Name of Society Implementing Agency District 

1 
Pulluvila Fishermen Development and 
Welfare Co-operative Society. 

Matsyafed  Thiruvananthapuram  

2 
Chettikad Fishermen Development and 
Welfare Cooperative Society. 

Matsyafed  Alappuzha  

3 
Thykkal Fishermen Development and 
Welfare Cooperative Society. 

Matsyafed  Alappuzha  

4 
Cherthala Fisheries industries cooperative 
Society, Arthunkal   

Fisheries Department  Alappuzha  

5 
Karthikappally Taluk Agricultural & Rural 
Development Bank  

Co-operation Department  Alappuzha  

 

2.2. Observations  

Matsyafed  

Out of the ` 15.15 Crores allocated under TRP for debt relief, ` 13.76 Crores (91%) was for waiver 

of loans given by Matsyafed and its primary cooperatives. This includes the loans issued by 

Matsyafed with funds received from NMDFC, NBCDFC and the loans given by primary 

cooperatives from their own funds. Under the scheme implemented by Matsyafed, 20767 fishermen 

families were included in the approved list of the beneficiaries.    

In case of the loan issued by the Matsyafed with the funding from NMDFC and NBCDFC, the 

interest and the penal interest receivable were written off by Matsyafed. In the same way, in the case 
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of loans given by Primary cooperatives also, the interest and penal interest on the loan have to be 

met by Primary Cooperatives themselves.   

Though the TRP cell has transferred project funds in March 2011, the Matsyafed has transferred the 

amount to their district offices for the waiver of loans issued by the PCS only on 15 February 2012 

and the grant assistance for NMDFC and NBCDFC loan waiver was transferred to the district 

offices on 29 February 2012.  

Table No. 2.3. 

Details of loan waiver proposed by Matsyafed and its PCSs 

No Source of Funding  
No of 

Beneficiaries  

Outstanding Loan  (`  In Lakhs)  

Principal*   Interest  
Penal 

Interest  
Total  

1 NMDFC 1542 (7) 222.66 (16) 64.76(16) 48.73(18) 336.14(16) 

2 NBCDFC 2469 (12) 221.45(16) 61.78(15) 45.28(16) 328.51(16) 

3 Own  fund  16756 (81) 932.47 (68) 284.73(69) 184.14(66) 1401.34(68) 

  Total  20767 (100) 1376.58(100) 411.27(100)) 278.14(100) 2065.99(100) 

* Principal amount of the loans `  1376.58 Lakhs was the TRP share for the loan waiver scheme.  

Though only the coastal villages in the nine districts of the state were notified as Tsunami-affected 

by the state government for TRP implementation, in the case of loan waiver scheme, Matsyafed has 

selected all the ten districts in which they are operating, which includes among others, Kottayam 

district also.  Accordingly, a total of 340 fishermen development and welfare societies across the 10 

districts were proposed to be covered under the project implemented by Matsyafed.  

Table No. 2.4. 

District wise details of loan waiver proposed by Matsyafed  

Sl. 
No 

District  
No of 

Societies  

No of 
Beneficiaries 

(%) 

Project outlay  

 (`̀̀̀ in Lakhs) 
(%) 

1 Thiruvananthapuram  30 2755 (13) 388.47 (28) 

2 Kollam  38 2189 (11) 133.07 (10) 

3 Alappuzha  56 3158 (15) 222.8 (16) 

4 Kottayam 22 374 (2) 43.54 (3) 

5 Ernakulam  47 3506 (17) 178.68 (13) 

6 Thrissur 21 3363 (16) 170.01 (12) 
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Sl. 
No 

District  
No of 

Societies  

No of 
Beneficiaries 

(%) 

Project outlay  
 (`̀̀̀ in Lakhs) 

(%) 

7 Malappuram 36 1285 (6) 59.54 (4) 

8 Kozhikode  53 1651 (8) 116.92 (8) 

9 Kannur  14 433 (2) 32.85 (2) 

10 Kasaragode 23 2053 (10) 30.66 (2) 

  Total  340 20767 (100) 1376.54 (100) 

(Source: State Headquarters, Matsyafed, Thiruvananthapuram)  

For finalizing the project proposal to be submitted to the Project Management Unit of TRP, the 

district offices were asked to prepare the list of proposed beneficiaries and their debt status as on   

15 October 2009. But there were discrepancies in the list submitted by the lower level offices and 

the primary cooperatives. Later during the joint inspection it was found that the loans written off 

during the second phase of debt relief scheme were also included in the beneficiary list of TRP 

scheme. Thus the list was revised and the requirement of each district was re-assessed to avoid 

duplications.  

 
Table No. 2.5. 

Comparative statement of Original and Revised project plan  

 
 

No 
Source of Funding   

Original Project plan Revised Project Plan 

No of 
Beneficiaries  

Project 
outlay   

(`̀̀̀ In Lakhs)   

No of 
Beneficiaries  

Project 
outlay  

(`̀̀̀ In Lakhs)   

1 NMDFC 668 (3) 222.66 (16) 1542 (7) 177.77 (14) 

2 NBCDFC 791 (4) 221.45 (16) 2469 (12) 132.36 (11) 

3 Own  fund  18930 (93) 932.47 (68) 16756 (81) 932.47 (75) 

  Total  20389 (100) 1376.58(100) 20767 (100) 1242.60 (100) 

Figures in bracket denote percentage                   (Source: Matsyafed Head Quarters Thiruvananthapuram)  

After re-assessing the requirement for debt relief, the project outlay was decreased by ` 133.98 

Lakhs (9.73%).  Obviously in the case of NMDFC and NBDFC loans, after revision there is a 

striking increase in the number of beneficiaries and decrease in project outlay. This must have been 

due to the inclusion of interest portion in the original estimate which was later excluded as per 

norms giving way to more number of beneficiaries. Errors in the initial assessment also necessitated 

a revision of the project plan.   
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Case 1 

Pulluvila Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative Society, Thiruvananthapuram 

District   

Pulluvila Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative society in Thiruvananthapuram district 

is one of most active and efficient amongst the primary cooperatives under Matsyafed.  The society 

which was established in 1989 and at present has a membership base of 3712, including fishermen 

and fish vending women.   

Though, prior to TRP scheme, the state government had implemented debt relief schemes in two 

phases, this society was not selected for the same. Under TRP debt relief scheme, the director board 

of the Society recommended the waiver of loans taken by 554 members. This includes loans taken 

by fishermen for purchase of fishing inputs as well as by the fish vending women for their working 

capital needs.  These loans were disbursed by the society during the period between February 1995 

and  December 2007. The society has until then issued 1235 loans to its members, out of which 681 

(55%) have repaid the loans . The loans of the rest of the 554 members remained outstanding along 

with interest. The Principal amount outstanding against these loans worked out to `  17.50 Lakhs.  

The total amount of loans that were recommended for waiver came to `  26.52 Lakhs, including 

principal and interest. The society did not resort to charging penal interest on their members even 

though there were defaults in repayment.   

At the time of recommending for loan waiver, the director board of the society was not aware of the 

fact that interest of all the loans and principal amount of some loans will have to be borne by the 

society.  Society had to bear the burden of `  9.02 lakhs on account of this loan waiver which 

includes interest amount of `  8.71 Lakhs and principal amount of `  0.30 Lakhs. Matsyafed has 

agreed to provide ` 17.50 Lakhs as TRP assistance towards principal amount of the eligible loans 

which are to be written off. 

 In the focus group discussion convened by the evaluation team, the members of the Director Board 

and staff of the Society shared their concern over the loss they had to bear on account of the 

interest and principal amount relating to the loans waived. The society is mobilizing funds through 

collecting fixed deposits from the public for which they are paying interest without default. The 

society’s present financial condition is sound, and the liability of ` 9.02 Lakhs caused by the waiver 

has not severly affected the normal functioning of the society. But the society office bearers fear 

that, in the event of a further waiver schemes by the government with similar norms and conditions, 

will force the society into capital starvation, which in turn will affect its normal functioning.    

Out of the 554 loans, 334 were given in 1995 to fish vending women, which had turned into bad 

debts and the loan accounts were inactive. Outstanding amount under this category works out to `  

2.36 lakhs out of which 1.51 lakhs is pending as principal amount. Pending interest portion of this 

loan comes to `  0.85 Lakhs.  In the case of these loans, the society stands to benefit by the TRP 

assistance for loan waiver, as these accounts were lying idle for a long time.  But in case of waiver of 

the active loans which were being repaid at the time of announcement of the loan waiver scheme in 
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2008, the entire interest portion had to be borne by the Society. The loan issued after 2005 accounts 

for 26 % of the total loan waiver in this society.     

Table No. 2.6. 

Details of loan written off in Pulluvila Society  

No Range  

Issued loan Principal Amount Due  Total amount waived  

Beneficiaries  Total Amount  Beneficiaries  Total Amount  Beneficiaries  Total Amount  

No % Amount % No % Amount % No % Amount % 

1 0-500 133 29.49 66500 2.32 154 34.15 61719 3.53 15 3.33 3193 0.13 

2 501-1000 0 0.00 0 0.00 19 4.21 13876 0.79 29 6.43 23671 0.93 

3 1001-5000 245 54.32 1220500 42.52 217 48.12 684271 39.08 272 60.31 659388 25.97 

4 5001-10000 37 8.20 370000 12.89 31 6.87 228413 13.05 88 19.51 573190 22.57 

5 10001-20000 9 2.00 153200 5.34 14 3.10 208270 11.90 24 5.32 350598 13.81 

6 20001-30000 12 2.66 305000 10.63 7 1.55 167491 9.57 8 1.77 200443 7.89 

7 30001-40000 13 2.88 605000 21.08 4 0.89 136367 7.79 5 1.11 172172 6.78 

8 40001-50000 0 0.00 0 0.00 3 0.67 126623 7.23 5 1.11 235130 9.26 

9 50001-75000 2 0.44 150000 5.23 2 0.44 123705 7.07 5 1.11 321387 12.66 

  Total  451 100 2870200 100 451 100 1750735 100 451 100 2539172 100 

(Source: Society Registers)  

Table No 2.6. given above provides details of the loan waiver under TRP in Pulluvila Fishermen 

Development and Welfare Cooperative Society, which was taken as sample for the study on debt 

relief implemented in Thiruvananthapuram district. The Table shows that majority (54.32%) of the 

beneficiaries who received benefit of waiver under the scheme by this society belonged to the 

amount category between ` 1001 and ` 5000. These loans were issued to fishermen as well as fish 

vending women.  

The table also shows that majority (86.48%) of the beneficiaries have received a benefit amounting 

to below ` 5000 with regard to the waiver of principal amount under TRP.  If one considers the 

total benefit of loan waiver (including Principal amount and interest), the majority of the 

beneficiaries (60.31%) comes under the category between ` 1001 and  ` 5000. The Table also shows 

that maximum amount (48.54 %) was utilized for waiver of pending amounts coming under the 

categories between ` 1001 and 10000. Only about one per cent of the beneficiaries belong to the 

amount category ‘Betwaeen ` 50,000 and 75,000) 

District office of Matsyafed has transferred ` 7.98 lakhs to the Pullivila Society on 28th June 2012. 

The process of writing off the loan is yet to be completed for the amount so far allotted from the 

district office. The society has prepared the final list of beneficiaries.   
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Figure No. 2 

Cost sharing of loan waiver in Pulluvila Society  

 

ALAPPUZHA DISTRICT 

Table No 2.7 

Details of debt relief from own funds* of PCS in the Alappuzha District  

No Name of Society  

No of 
Beneficiaries  Amount 

requested  
Amount 

sanctioned  
Revised 

Project Cost  
Original  Revised  

1 Valiazheekal Vattachal 13 13 20004 18724 20004 

2 Valiazheekal Arattupuzha 29 20 376302 352219 66745 

3 Valiazheekal 55 50 340023 318262 301355 

4 Thrikunnapuzha 86 74 125032 117030 119132 

5 Tharayilkadav 112 82 1677448 1570091 1267771 

6 Pathiyankara Pallana 37 11 36391 34062 36391 

7 Pathiyankara 62 31 83045 77730 94792 

8 Pallana 50 47 214490 200763 179272 

9 Kallikad 33 29 84400 78998 80719 

10 Arattupuzha 20 17 11384 10655 10484 

11 Ambalapuzha 6 6 95431 89323 90832 

12 Punnapra Paravoor 69 63 183841 172075 183164 

13 Thottappally 5 5 20107 18820 20107 

66%

34%

Cost sharing of  Loan waiver

TRP share

Society share
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No Name of Society  

No of 
Beneficiaries  Amount 

requested  
Amount 

sanctioned  
Revised 

Project Cost  
Original  Revised  

14 Ambalapuzha P Vanitha 3 3 3957 3704 4557 

15 Punthala 14 14 21773 20380 21773 

16 Purakkad 18 10 20444 19136 17444 

17 Punnapra South 16 16 378710 354473 548710 

18 Ambalapuzha Punnapra 35 32 664332 621815 663377 

19 Vadakal south 64 49 158300 148169 153966 

20 Vadakal Kanjiramchira 131 96 760279 711621 607019 

21 Pulikeezhu 7 7 28164 26362 28164 

22 Kainakary 32 29 50460 47231 45460 

23 Karichal 42 42 84472 79066 84283 

24 Muthukulam 28 24 54095 50633 35552 

25 Chettikad Kattoor 123 123 1500781 1404731 1500781 

26 Chettikad 30 20 433502 405758 109672 

27 Kattoor 37 31 538655 504181 447155 

28 Pollathai 56 56 911154 852840 915213 

29 Chethy 3 0 15581 14584 0 

30 Chenavely 160 160 287819 269399 287819 

31 Azheekal Pallithode 243 243 1490860 1395445 1490860 

32 Arthunkal Ottamasery 185 147 131000 122616 108840 

33 Azheekal 164 141 247991 232120 163734 

34 Thykal 107 95 1539931 1441375 1460837 

35 Arthunkal 61 35 81067 75879 55304 

36 Aroor Ezhupunna 87 64 1144995 1071715 917221 

37 Thykattusery 10 10 7570 7086 7600 

38 Arookutty Vanitha 51 47 17675 16544 17675 

39 Aroor Inland 6 5 52912 49526 38354 

40 Kanjikuzhy Muhamma 6 6 4765 4460 4765 
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No Name of Society  

No of 
Beneficiaries  Amount 

requested  
Amount 

sanctioned  
Revised 

Project Cost  
Original  Revised  

41 Thuravoor North 24 24 27399 25645 27399 

42 
Kodamthuruth thuravoor 
vanitha 

6 6 3000 2808 3000 

43 Panavally Arookutty 76 0 169202 158373 0 

44 Thaneermukkam 23 23 6132 5740 6132 

  Total  2425 2006 14104875 13202163 12243434 

Source: Matsyafed District Office, Alappuzha)   

* Own funds include funds mobilized by the societies through deposits and the working capital provided by Matsyafed  

 

The Table above presents the details of loan waiver proposed by the primary cooperatives under 

Matsyafed in Alappuzha district for the loans issued from their own funds. There was a decrease in 

number of beneficiaries as well as in the project outlay after detailed assessment by the joint account 

verification team. The relief ranges between ` 3000 in Kodamanthurutu PCS to ` 15,00,781 in 

Chettikad Kattoor PCS. 

 

Case 2 

Chettikkad Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative Society, Alappuzha District  

Chettikkad Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative Society in Alappuzha district was 

established in 1987, and from 1995, the Society started functioning actively among the fishermen. 

Now the society has 1500 members with its own land and office building at Chettikkad.   

Apart from working capital support provided by Mastyafed, the Society mobilizes own funds by way 

of fixed deposit from the public and offers loans to cater to the personal and other needs of the 

fishermen. The fishermen groups engaged in deep sea fishing with inboard boats depend upon the 

society as well as informal sources of finance for mobilizing funds for fishing inputs as well as for 

daily set out expenses.      

Loans issued till December 2007, availed by 123 fishermen for procurement fishing inputs were 

identified and proposed for loan waiver under TRP from this society. In response, the Society has 

recently received the first installment of TRP assistance from the district Matsyafed office and the 

loan waiver procedure is in progress.    

An amount of ` 15 Lakhs has been approved by Masyafed towards the waiver of loans issued till 

December 2007. But, the waiver guidelines prescribe that the society has to bear the interest amount 

of these loans, which comes to ` 8.63 Lakhs. The Society has not charged penal interest from its 

members, and is relieved of having to absorb it as part of the waiver.  
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As per the project norms, in addition to the interest amount, the society has to write off the 

principal amount of the loans issued till 1995, in case 50 % of the loan amount has been repaid and 

75 % of the loan in case of loans given upto 2000.   Thus an additional amount of ` 0.86 lakhs, apart 

from the interest amount has to be borne by the society.  

Table No 2.8. 

Details of debt relief implemented under TRP in Chettikkad FDWC society  

1 No of Beneficiaries covered under TRP Debt relief 123 

2 Principal Amount waived  `  15.86 Lakhs 

3 Interest amount waived  `  8.63 Lakhs 

4 Penal interest receivable under the loans written off  0 

5 Total amount of  Loan Waiver  `  24.49 Lakhs 

6 TRP Assistance e in loan waiver  `  15.00 Lakhs  

7 Society’s share in loan waiver (Both Principal and interest )  `  9.49 Lakhs 

(Source: Society Registers)  

 

After the loan waiver, the already fragile financial situation of the Society has become worse. The 

news of waiver had a negative effect among the members, and many of them including those 

ineligible for waiver, stopped repayment. Due to the delay in completion of the waiver procedures 

after announcing the scheme in 2008, there prevails confusion among the fishermen and many of 

the ineligible people who think their loan too may be written off. Some others think that their loan 

will be written off, in the next phase, that too only if it is defaulted. This situation has almost 

brought, the normal functioning of the society to a grinding halt. The secretary of the society, Mr. 

P.J. Emmanual is now engaging in fish vending as a means for livelihoos, as the society at present 

cannot afford to pay his salary. In the focus group discussion convened by the Evaluation Team, 

Mr. Emmanual recounted his experiences as secretary of the Society. A very active social worker, he 

took the initiatve to mobilize fixed deposits from the people known to him in the local area; most of 

them agrred to it at his personal assurance that money will be repaid on demand. Therefore, with the 

burden of the interest being thrust upon the society and the indifferent repayment culture that it has 

generated, he is finding it difficult to run the society. The Society has been financially affected, and 

he is under great pressure to repay the fixed deposits mobilized at his initiative. He has so far 

managed to reapy some amounts by mortgaging his land when some depositors needed it for urgent 

occasions like their daughter’s marriage.   

 

 Even before the announcement of the loan waiver scheme, the repayment rate of loans issued from 

own funds of the society was not very high. Even now, many members have outstanding loans taken 

from Matsyafed, which they are repaying, depending upon their catch and returns.  The fishermen 
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who have loans with the Society should compulsorily participate in the auction convened by the 

society for sale of their daily catch. One percent of the auction amount was levied by the society as 

auction commission; it was a major source of income for the society. Apart from the commission, 

society will keep one per cent of the auction amount as deposit, which in fact is an interest free fund 

available as working capital.  This deposit can be kept with the society until the closure of the loan.  

After waiver of the loans, most of the fishermen have parted ways with the society as they do not 

have any outstanding loans. As a result, many of them ceased to participate in the auctions; this 

began even when they came to know about the waiver plan of the government. As far as the society 

was concerned, stoppage of this income also contributed to the worsening financial condition of the 

society.       

 

However in the focus group 

discussion convened by the 

evaluation team, the society 

functionaries and the director board 

members admitted that the non 

performance of the society in loan 

recovery has also contributed to the 

crisis of the institution. But they 

pointed out that they are managing 

their affairs now through auctions 

and Matsyafed loans. They demanded 

a revival package for societies from 

the government by providing at least 

a portion of the interest amount and 

principal amount which they lost due 

to the scheme. They pointed out that 

they are in such a predicament only 

because they took the initiative to 

mobilize own funds to cater to the 

growing financial needs of the 

fishermen in the long run. The loan 

waiver scheme in fact was punishing them for having done that. At the same time, those societies 

working solely with the funds provided by Matsyafed and never took the initiative to mobilize own 

funds, didn’t face any such a problem.   

 

 

 

Mr. Emmanual in fish vending after the society became dysfunctional 
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Figure No.  3. 

Share of Liability of loan waiver in Chettikkad Society  

 

As shown in the above Figure, the Society had to bear more than one-third (39 %) of the liability 

related to the loan waiver, with the contribution from the government only being 61 per cent. 
 

Case 3 

Thykkal Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative Society, Alappuzha District  

The Society has 1100 members out of which 560 has availed loan till date. Under the TRP scheme, 

the loans availed by 95 members for procurement of fishing inputs were proposed to be waived.   

Society is mainly functioning with the working capital provided by Matsyafed.  The thrift of the 

SHGs under the microfinance scheme of Matsyafed too contributes a nominal portion of the 

working capital. As the Society need not pay any interest for the thrift of the SHGs, it effectively is 

an interest-free fund.  

Table No 2.9 

Details of debt relief implemented under TRP in Thykkal FDWC society  

1 No of Beneficiaries covered under TRP Debt relief 95  

2 Principal Amount waived  `  14.61 Lakhs 

3 Interest amount waived  `  2.63 Lakhs 

4 Penal interest receivable under the loans written off  0* 

5 Total amount of  Loan Waiver  `  17.24 Lakhs 

6 TRP Assistance e in loan waiver  `  14.60 Lakhs  

7 Society’s share in loan waiver (Both Principal and interest )  `  2.63 Lakhs 

* Society does not have the practice of charging penal interest from its members                          (Source: Society Registers)  

61%

39%

Share of Financial Liability of Loan waiver

TRP share

Society share
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An amount of ` 17.24 has been waived relating to the loans of 95 beneficiaries. The principal 

amount outstanding against these loans amounts to ` 14.61 Lakhs and the interest portion was ` 

2.63 lakhs. Entire principal amount has been approved for waiver under TRP, while the Society has 

to bear the inertest portion. As the Society has not mobilized any funds on their own in the form of 

deposits etc, the waiver of loan and interest amounts has only bettered the financial position of the 

society.  The following figure (No 4) shows that the share of the Society is only 15 per cent of the 

amount waived through TRP Scheme. 

Figure 4 

Share of Liability of loan waiver in Thykkal Society  

 

In the focus group discussion convened in the society as part of the evaluation process, the Director 

Board members of the society opined that the loan waiver was a relief to the fishermen as well as for 

the society. The society has been issuing loans to the fishermen groups operating with inboard 

engine crafts, which requires 40-30 fisherman. In their opinion this sector is facing a crisis due to 

escalating operational costs and diminishing catch, especially after Tsunami. Therefore many of the 

loans in this category were already non-performing. The participants added that even some of the 

private money lenders have ceased providing finance on commission basis to  inboard crafts due to 

poor catch and hence, repayment. The lending on commission basis was an age-old practice in the 

fisheries sector; and it is disturbing to note that the crisis has affected even this source of finance. 

According to the President of the society, Mr. Babu Antony, the loan waiver was a relief for the 

society and the fishermen at least to the extent of the principal amount. Though they lost ` 2.63 

Lakhs on account of interest of those loans, it did not pose a major problem as they are working 

solely with Matsyafed assistance.   

85%

15%

Share of Liability of Loan waiver

TRP share

Society share
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Focus Group Discussion convened at Thykkal FDWC Society, Alappuzha District 

 

Co-operation Department 

Under the debt relief scheme, ` 91.49 Lakhs was allocated to the Co-operation Department. The 

Department as per the decision of the cabinet sub Committee selected cooperative banks from four 

areas that were badly affected by Tsunami viz, Alappad, Arattupuzha, Andhakaranazhi, and 

Edavanakkad. Those who availed loans for procurement of fishing inputs by the fishermen of these 

areas were selected as beneficiaries of the loan waiver scheme.  Thus eleven cooperative banks in 

Kollam, Alappuzha and Ernakulum districts were listed for the project implementation.    

 

Table No 2.10. 

Details of debt relief implemented by Co-operation Department  

No Name of Cooperative Society  
Principal Amount 

waived  
(` in Lakhs)  

  Kollam District    

1 Karunagappally Taluk Urban Bank 1.72 (1.88) 

2 Karunagappally Taluk PCARD Bank 51.83 (56.65) 

  Sub Total  53.55 (58.53) 

  Alappuzha District    

3 Karthikappally Co-op Agri. & Rural Development Bank 18.99 (20.75) 

4 Perumbally Service Cooperative Bank 0.56 (0.61) 
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No Name of Cooperative Society  
Principal Amount 

waived  

(` in Lakhs)  

5 Nallanikkal Service Cooperative Bank 0.04(0.04) 

6 Kandallur Service Cooperative Bank 0.16(0.17) 

7 Pattanakkad Service Cooperative Bank 0.13(10.14) 

8 Vettakkal Agrticultural  Bank 0.11(0.12) 

9 Thanki Service Cooperative Bank 4.60 (5.03) 

10 Pallithode Service Cooperative Bank 0.51 (0.56) 

  Sub Total  25.10 (27.43) 

  Ernakulam District    

11 Edavanakkad Service Cooperative Bank  12.84(14.04) 

  Total  91.49 (100) 

Figures in bracket denote percentage                                       (Source: Office of the Registrar of Cooperatives)  

 

Kollam district accounts for 53.55 per cent of the amount of loan waiver while Alappuzha accounts 

for one-fourth. Only one Cooperative Bank in Ernakulam district came within the purview of this 

scheme. 

 

Case 4 

Kartikappally Taluk Cooperative Agriculture & Rural Development Bank.  

Kartikappally Taluk Cooperative Agriculture & Rural Development Bank was selected as sample for 

in-depth evaluation of the scheme implemented by Co-operation department.  

The Department selected this bank for loan waiver scheme under TRP, as it is an institution that 

caters to the credit needs of the fishermen of Arattupuzha village which was badly affected during 

the tsunami.   Loans availed by 34 fishermen for procurement of marine fishing inputs were written 

off by this bank under the project. An amount of ` 18.98 Lakhs was received from the Department 

towards waiver of the principal amount of the loan taken by the eligible beneficiaries. As the grant 

assistance was limited to the principal component of the loan, the bank had to waive and bear the 

interest amount of ` 23.39 Lakhs.  The dues of loans issued for procurement of fishing inputs from 

1990 onwards were considered for the debt relief scheme. Outstanding loans coming under this 

category and issued up to December 2007 were considered for the benefit of waiver.   
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Table No 2.11. 

Details of loan waiver in Kartikappally Taluk Cooperative Agriculture & Rural Development Bank 

No Name of Beneficiary  
Loan 

Availed  
Date of loan 

issued  

Principal 
Amount due 
(Written off) 

Interest 
written off   

1 Pushpangathan  41000 Aug-90 34874 58723 

2 Indrani  56000 Aug-90 41101 81987 

3 Gopalakrishnan  55000 Aug-90 49632 90717 

4 Leeladharan 33000 Aug-90 32182 60747 

5 Yasodharan K 195000 Jan-92 97680 131744 

6 Barghavan MS  184925 Mar-92 126074 255799 

7 K Sreedharan  50000 Nov-95 47502 89549 

8 Padmanabhan  90000 Feb-96 88595 179982 

9 Pushpavally  50000 Mar-96 42584 84931 

10 Santhosh 70000 Jun-96 70000 93032 

11 Vasu 20000 Oct-96 20000 32632 

12 Vimalanandan  110000 Feb-98 28832 40465 

13 Sahadevan  70000 Aug-98 70000 127174 

14 Bhaskaran  76000 Dec-98 55548 84487 

15 Natarajan  85000 Jan-00 85000 133202 

16 Kunjumon  75000 Mar-00 75000 108885 

17 Chandran  52500 Dec-00 52500 73762 

18 Gopi  75000 Jan-02 73567 73634 

19 Chandra Babu  30000 Jan-02 6562 3281 

20 Joy 100000 Sept-02 29473 14739 

21  Rama B 150000 Oct-02 141332 120826 

22 Suresh  100000 Dec-02 94000 98343 

23 Satheesan  75000 Jan-03 47832 26943 

24 Sadanandan  50000 Jan-03 18765 8993 

25 Suresh  48000 Oct-03 19128 7971 

26 Pradeep 40000 Dec-03 14627 5791 
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No Name of Beneficiary  
Loan 

Availed  
Date of loan 

issued  

Principal 
Amount due 
(Written off) 

Interest 
written off   

27 K Sasi 100000 Feb-04 99000 61998 

28 Ashokan 60000 Mar-04 60000 0  

29 Prasanthan  30000 Mar-04 19311 7243 

30 Babu 30000 Mar-04 11496 0 

31 Raju 37000 Jul-04 16734 6275 

32 Prakash B 800000 Sept-04 52089 21587 

33 Pushkaran V 100000 Nov-04 85968 42088 

34 Murukan  100000 Nov-08 91634 108660 

 
Total  3238425 1898622 2336190 

(Source: CARD Bank, Karthikappally)  

As is evident, the Bank had to bear the cost of interest (Rs 23.36 lakhs) which is more than the 

waiver amount (` 18.99 lakhs) The Table shows that in majority of the cases, the interest amount 

was higher than the principal amount. In addition to the interest shown above, the beneficiaries 

were liable to   pay the penal interest and other charges to the bank. This amount also was written 

off at the cost of the bank.    

Secretary of the Bank Smt. M Sulekha shared her concern with the evaluation team that in the event 

of a further loan waiver with the same norms will lead the bank to a financial crisis. She also pointed 

out that  ` 23.36 lakhs is written off at the cost of farmers who hold shares in the Bank and who are 

at present very much vulnerable due to fall in price of crops like coconut, fall in productivity and 

increasing labour cost in agricultural sector.  

Figure No.  5 

Share of Liability on account of loan waiver in Karthikappally CARD Bank   

 

45%

55%

Share of Liability of Loan waiver

TRP share

Society share
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The figure above shows the share of liability on account of the waiver of the Bank and the 

Department/Government. While the Bank had to bear 55 per cent of the burden, the government 

share was limited to 45 per cent. 

Department of Fisheries  

An amount of ` 46.81 Lakhs was allocated for debt relief of loans issued by those primary 

cooperatives functioning under Fisheries Department which do not have affiliation with Matsyafed. 

Eight societies across the five costal districts of the state were selected for project implementation. 

The Department has disbursed the amount to the primary cooperatives and the loan waiver 

procedure is in progress. The evaluation team selected Fisheries Industries Cooperative Society, 

Arthunkal in Alappuzha district, an institution that had spent the highest amount under the project 

among the primary cooperatives of the fisheries department.  According to the Table 2.12 below, 

the amount waived by Arthunkal Society amounts to 45.99 per cent of the total. 

 

Table No. 2.12 

Details of loan waiver by Societies under Department of Fisheries  

No Name of Cooperative Society  
Principal Amount 

waived  
(` in Lakhs) % 

  Kollam    

1 Kaikulangara fisheries Cooperative Society  8.36  (17.86) 

  Alappuzha   

2 Cherthala Fisheries industries Cooperative Society, Arthunkal   21.53 (45.99) 

  Ernakulam    

3 Njarakkal Fish Marketing Cooperative Society  0.28 (0.60) 

  Thrissur    

4 Kaipamangalam Fishermen Cooperative Bank, Main Branch 6.39 (13.65) 

5 
Kaipamangalam Fishermen Cooperative Bank, Koolimuttom 
Branch 

2.86 (6.11) 

6 
Kaipamangalam Fishermen Cooperative Bank,  Panjampally 
Branch 

2.59 (5.53) 

  Kozhikode    

7 BeyporeTown FDW Cooperative Society 4.20 (8.97) 

8 Chaliyam Town FDW Cooperative Society 0.61 (1.30) 

  Total  46.81 (100) 

(Source: Directorate of Fisheries, Thiruvanathapuram)    
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Case 5 

Cherthala Fisheries Industries Cooperative Society, Arthunkal   

Cherthala Fisheries Industries Cooperative Society, Arthunkal is functioning under Fisheries 

Department. In this society which is not affiliated to Matsyafed, 213 members were proposed for 

the benefit of loan waiver under TRP.  An amount of ` 21.53 Lakhs was sanctioned under TRP for 

the same. The society has submitted a list of 213 beneficiaries to the Deputy Director of fisheries 

and the total amount of loan waiver proposed in this list came to ` 23.25 Lakhs including principal 

amount and interest. According to the Secretary of the society, the Deputy Director of fisheries, 

Alappuzha has approved this list and the same was forwarded to the TRP cell for fund release. At a 

later stage, the names of some of the beneficiaries were removed from the list by Fisheries 

Department on the basis of the purpose of the loan. For instance, loans availed for procurement of 

house plot were thus removed from the list. Upon receiving this information, those loanees 

approached the debt relief commission with their grievance. According to the society functionaries, 

the beneficiaries were informed by the Commission that their cases have been admitted and were 

forwarded to the government for further action. But till now, the society has not received any 

communication in this regard nor has the Fisheries Department made any amends to their decision. 

But amidst these confusions, the Society has not been able to complete the procedures for the 

waiver of loans. So far the department has released an amount of ` 13.09 Lkhs as TRP share for the 

dept relief scheme.  

 

 
Cherthala Fisheries Industries Cooperative Society, Arthunkal 

According to the secretary of the society, they are not getting any assistance from Fisheries 

Department whereas other cooperative societies that are affiliated to Matsyafed are given adequate 
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guidance and support. As all the assistance of the Department are routed through Matsyafed, they 

are not considered for any scheme. These societies are functioning on their own with the deposits 

mobilized from the public for which they are liable to pay interest without fail.  Therefore the 

decision of the government to exclude the interest portion from the loan waiver has badly affected 

societies like Arthunkal.    

The interest portion of the proposed loan waiver in this society amounts to ` 8.15 Lkahs and the 

penal interest ` 1.13 lakhs. The Director Board of the Society is planning to approach the 

government to get assistance for this amount too as the normal functioning of the society will be 

disrupted otherwise.    

Table No. 2.13. 

Details of loan waiver – Fisheries Industries Cooperative Society, Arthunkal     

1 No of Beneficiaries covered under TRP Debt relief 99 

2 Principal Amount waived  `  22.37 Lakhs 

3 Interest amount waived  `  8.15 Lakhs 

4 Penal interest receivable under the loans written off  `  1.13 Lakhs 

5 Total amount of  Loan Waiver  `  22.37 Lakhs 

6 TRP Assistance in loan waiver  `  13.09 Lakhs  

7 Society’s share in loan waiver (Both Principal and interest )  ` 9.28 Lakhs 

(Source: Society Registers)  

 

 

Figure No.  6 

Share of Liability of loan waiver in Arthunkal Fisheries industries Cooperative Society     
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2.3. Analysis and Suggestions  

Relief amidst Crisis 

Almost all the fishermen depend on credit either from formal financial institutions or from private 

money lenders for personal as well as professional needs. These loans ranges from the Matsyafed 

soft loans to the loans taken from private money lenders even by mortgaging their Kerosene permit. 

The fishermen were facing a crisis fuelled by escalating operational costs of fishing coupled with the 

diminishing catch, both of which added to their dependency on credit.  Rise in the price of fish was 

a relief, but often not enough to compensate for the deprivation caused by alarmingly diminishing 

marine fish resources. Due to this reasons, along with frequent contingencies in their families many 

fishermen were not able to repay the loans in time. Naturally, the primary cooperatives were finding 

it difficult to recover the loans in time, leading to mounting up of bad debts in the fisheries sector. 

In this context, the debt waiver scheme announced by the government was a relief for many of the 

fishermen families. In the case of a considerable number of loans written off by the primary 

cooperatives the amounts were below  ` 5000 and were availed by the fishermen as well as by the 

fish-vending women. This not only relieved them from the debt burden, but also made them credit 

worthy to avail the soft loans provided by various agencies through primary cooperatives affiliated 

to Matsyafed.    

Poor Sensitization  

The announcement of the debt relief scheme had a negative impact upon the credit culture of the 

fisherfolk. There was a definite lull in the repayment of loans among them.  Some of the otherwise 

non-defaulting and ineligible loanees too stopped paying repayment installments in the hope that 

their loans too would be waived in the future. Many are in the hope that the government will declare 

another scheme or will extend the date of eligibility for the loan waiver. The community 

sensitization efforts of the primary cooperatives and Matsyafed among the fishermen were next to 

nil or minimal to overcome this crisis.  

In these circumstances the repayment of loans other than those attached to the auction system of 

the PCSs are badly affected.  A few of them have deployed collection agents in the field to facilitate 

prompt repayment.  Even the functionaries of the primary cooperatives and the Matsyafed field 

officials have not been able to effectively drive home the point that debt relief scheme was a 

onetime affair due to the event of Tsunami and that ther was no chance of loans availed after 2007 

being written off.  All this have affected the mindset of the community, and in turn level of loan 

recovery.   

Delay and Indefinite nature creates confusion  

The fishermen debt relief scheme was announced in 2008, first with the assistance of National 

Cooperative Development Project. After the first phase, it was extended with the state government 

funds in Phase II and later with TRP grant in phase III.  For the TRP scheme, the cabinet 
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subcommittee met on 08.07.2009 to sort out issues of apportionment of the available grant between 

the two departments. The entire amount required for the cooperative sector debt relief was released 

to fisheries department in March 2010 itself.   Even after two years, the loan waiver procedures at 

the field level had only just started, with the release of first installment made by the district 

Matsyafed offices in June 2012. Some of the primary cooperatives have not yet started the waiver 

procedure. After observing the present pace of the scheme implementation, the evaluation team is 

under the impression that it will take much more time for its completion. In case of loan waiver 

implemented by Matsyafed, the implementing agency is yet to finalize the quantum of funds 

required as reassessment of the loans by the joint team constituted for account verification is still 

under way at the field level.   

The inordinate delay in completing the debt waiver procedures has kept the news about the scheme 

live in the coastal sectors which prompted fishermen to nurse false hopes of another waiver which 

in turn, induces them to keep away from repayment of existing loans.  In order to reestablish the 

thrift and credit activities in fisheries cooperative sector the scheme has to be completed at the 

earliest and without any further lag.   

Punishment to proactive initiatives  

Under the scheme, those stakeholders who have initiated some proactive measures have been 

unfavorably treated. Some of the Fishermen Development and Welfare Cooperative Societies have 

mobilized own funds to meet the growing credit needs of local fishermen by collecting fixed 

deposits from the public. As the entire interest amount and some portion of the principal amount of 

the loan waiver were to be met by the PCSs, their financial condition was adversely affected by the 

waiver, and some of them even ceased their operation. They are not able to repay either the interest 

or principal amount of the fixed deposits they have accepted, putting them in a tight spot.  At the 

same time the societies which are functioning merely with the grant assistance of Matsyafed are not 

at all affected by the loan waiver scheme, as they stand to lose nothing of their own. Likewise the 

fishermen who managed to repay the loan at least partially by setting aside all other needs also might 

feel bad, as many of their comparatively well off friends, who defaulted on payments, enjoyed the 

benefit of the scheme.  

Primary cooperatives badly affected  

Considerable portion the liability created by the loan waiver scheme both in the form of principal 

amount and interest were borne by primary cooperative societies, many of them even bearing the 

major portion of the liability (Refer Table No.2.15). This has badly affected the financial condition 

of the societies which in some cases has led to  crisis situation and even closure.  While planning a 

project for relieving the fishermen from debt liability, the planners seem to have been little 

concerned about the functional dynamics of the fisheries cooperatives which were established to 

relieve the fishermen from the clutches of the private money lenders and to nurture savings culture.   
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Table No 2.14 

Sharing of project cost in the sample societies  

No Name of Society Cost sharing of Loan waiver*  
Society share (%) TRP share (%)  

1 Pulluvila FDWC Society  34 66 

2 Chetiikad FDWC Society 39 61 

3 Thykkal FDWC Society 15 85 

4 Cherthala Fisheries cooperative Society  41 59 

5 Karthikappally CARD  Bank  55 45 

* The share shown above does not include the penal interest and other charges which too was borne by the PCSs  

Beneficiary participation  

The entire liability of the loan waiver is shared by the government and primary cooperatives. Many 

of the beneficiaries are even unaware of the interest and penal interest portions written off and 

borne by the societies. Likewise many of the ineligible beneficiaries have stopped repayment, 

thinking that their loans too are waived, or hoping it will be waived in the next phase. To avoid all 

these and to leverage the resource envelope that was available for the project, wherever possible, the 

beneficiaries should have been asked to bear a portion of the outstanding amount to avail the 

benefit of waiver of the rest of the amount. This could have been saved many of the primary 

cooperatives from the present plight and also maintained the repayment ethos amidst the 

community. If beneficiary participation was encouraged in the loan waiver project, it could have 

been given a better role to the functionaries of the primary cooperatives in recovering the loan as the 

project could have been a motivation for them to work in a mission mode and within a given 

timeframe. Instead in the present project, TRP grant is parked at various levels and the project 

implementation is indefinitely extended even when the project is at its fag end. 

Inordinate delay  

Kerala State Fishermen Debt Relief Commission insists that on receipt of the funds for the scheme 

the procedures of loan waiver be completed within one month and to relieve the fishermen from the 

liability, by returning all the deeds mortgaged for the loan. But in the case of TRP scheme, there has 

been inordinate delay in scheme implementation. Matsyafed state office has transferred the TRP 

fund to the district offices only in February 2012 and some of the district offices in turn have kept 

these funds up to the month of June and have released the first installment only recently. Many of 

the societies have not completed the loan waiver procedure even for this first installment. Apart 

from the trouble of dealing with three sources of funds for the loan waiver, the undue delay points 

out to the necessity for improving the efficiency of the monitoring mechanism in Matsyafed, its 

district offices and the affiliated societies.   

In case of Co-operation Department also, there was delay in completing the loan waiver procedures 

by the primary cooperatives. Actually this delay was deliberate as they were reluctant to write off 

loans (some of which they felt were recoverable) and to bear the interest portion. Many of them 
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were of the opinion that at least a portion of the interest should be given by the government or 

borne by the beneficiaries. However all the eleven cooperative banks under Co-operation 

Department covered under the scheme were able to complete the loan waiver procedure without 

much delay 

 Concept of project completion  

It seems that the implementing agency, Matsyafed needs more clarity about the concept of project 

completion. The statement and progress reports of the PMU under Disaster Management 

Department shows that the entire amount allocated and released to Matsyafed are utilised. The 

implementing agency has submitted the project completion certificate also.  For other TRP schemes 

implemented by Matsyafed such as working capital for revolving fund etc, the receipt of money in 

their project account or transfer of fund to the lower levels are considered as the final event in 

project completion.  At present the original list of beneficiaries, are being verified and need to be 

cleared through joint inspection of PCSs by Matsysafed and Fisheries Department.   Under these 

circumstances, the actual utilization of funds can be assessed only after completing the present loan 

waiver procedures  

Poor performance of societies, worsened with the waiver   

While the societies find fault with the government for the present plight as resulting from the 

announcement of the loan waiver and the consequent indifference of the loanees, there are 

indications of inefficiency on the part of the primary cooperatives and its functionaries also in the 

area of loan recovery.  The rate of bad debts in many societies have been high in the coastal areas.   

Ceiling individual benefit    

According to the recommendations of the Debt Relief Commission, the government assistance for 

an individual family under the fishermen debt relief scheme has been limited to ` 75000. But these 

norms are not adhered to in some of the cases found during the field visit of the Evaluation Team. 

(Refer Table No. 2.11)  

At the cost of Primary cooperatives  

If the beneficiary has repaid an amount equivalent to 150% of the original principal amount, the 

loan has to be considered as closed by the primary cooperatives. In addition for the loans issued till 

31 December 1995, if an amount equivalent to 50% of the principal amount is repaid in the loan 

account, such loans will also be considered as closed. In the same way, for the loans issued between 

1 January 1996 and 31 December 2000, the cooperatives should close the loans in which an amount 

equivalent to 75% of the original principal amount is repaid in the loan account. For all these 

waivers, the government will not provide any assistance to the primary cooperatives. Such loans 

have to be waived by the society at their own cost.  
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Matsyafed prevailed over a Crisis  

One of the positive fallouts of the loan waiver scheme is that the Matsyafed, the apex body of the 

cooperative societies formed with an objective of bailing out the fishermen from the clutches of the 

private money lenders became credit worthy. They became financially self sufficient to avail 

refinance from the other financial organizations like NCDP, NBCDFC, NMDFC. Before these 

interventions, the apex body along with a considerable number of the primary societies were facing a 

financial crisis due to poor loan repayment.   

Poor monitoring, Absence of clarity   

The loan waiver scheme under TRP was loosely monitored by the implementing agencies as well as 

by the PMU. There was confusion regarding the maximum ceiling of the benefit and also regarding 

the list of beneficiaries. Till now the project outlay is not finalized in case of the projects 

implemented by Matsyafed as well as by Fisheries department.  The final approved project cost seen 

at the field in many of the societies do not match with the figures given by the PIU to the 

Evaluation Team. For instance the project outlay of the loan waiver in  Arthunkal society under 

Fisheries Department as per the progress report of the department is ` 21.53 Lakhs. But according 

to the society functionaries so far the district office has approved only loans of ` 13.09 Lakhs for 

waiver under TRP. The district office of Fisheries Department has released only this much amount. 

Therefore PMU should take steps to assess the final utilisation of TRP grant under this project so 

that the utilisation of remaining funds can be done before the winding up of TRP.    

 

2.4. Suggestions  

Loan Waiver Scheme - an Alternative Proposal   

Presented below are guidelines for a potential alternative scheme that is based on the analysis of the 

loan waiver scheme implemented under TRP. The Scheme has been developed with the following 

objectives in view:  

Basic Objectives 

� Extend maximum relief to the target group 

� Distribute relief and burden of the waiver equitably between various beneficiaries and 

implementing agencies 

� Incentivize the culture of prompt repayment of loans 

� Incentivize Societies/Banks who took initiative to raise own funds 
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Eligibility Criteria 

All fisherfolk families who have taken loan for their livelihood needs during the period from            

1 January 1995 to 31 December 2008  from the Fisheries Co-operative Societies affiliated to 

Matsyafed or under the Fisheries Department or from Co-operative Banks are considered eligible 

for the Loan Waiver Scheme.  

Categories of Eligible Beneficiaries     

The eligible beneficiaries are categorised under three groups based on their status of loans.  

Group A: Beneficiaries whose principal and interest amount are due either fully or partially as on 31 

December 2008. The balance of the principal and interest amounts due as on 31 December 2008 

from such beneficiaries may or may not carry penal interest.   

Group B: Beneficiaries who were remitting their loan installments promptly and without any dues. 

In their case, only the balance of the principal amount yet to be paid will be outstanding as on 31 

December 2008.  Hence, as on 31 December 2008, other than the balance principal amount, no 

interest and/ or penal interest (if any) are due from such beneficiaries. 

Group C: Beneficiaries who had remitted the balance loan amount [Principal, interest, and/or penal 

interest (if any)] during the most vulnerable period in this context, i.e., from 27 December 2004 to 

31 December 2008. In the case of this category of beneficiaries, no amount is due from them as on 

31 December 2008.  

Rationale  

1. Fisher folk families who were truly vulnerable to Tsunami and were not in a position to repay 

their loan amount either partially or fully are classified as Group A. The eligible beneficiaries 

under group A should get maximum benefit through this scheme primary in the form of their 

interest dues and subsequently of their principal dues. 

2. By implementing this scheme the financial position and sustainability of the Societies and Banks 

should not be unduly affected, especially of societies/banks that took the initiative to raise funds 

from their own sources in the form of deposits etc. So, the entire burden of waiving the interest 

and principal amounts has to be borne by the Government through TRP fund. Nevertheless the 

penalty interest waiver can be borne by society since the amount is negligible.  

3. The loan waiver scheme should also incentivize the prompt paymasters. Accordingly, those 

beneficiaries who had remitted the loan installments promptly are classified as Group B. These 

beneficiaries will get maximum benefit through loan waiver of their outstanding principal 

amount.  

4. Normally any type of amnesty schemes of debt relief by Government acts as a disincentive to  

those who have settled their dues promptly before the announcement of the scheme. Hence, 
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such type of beneficiaries are classified as Group C and in order to incentivize prompt payers of 

loans, a refund of the entire interest amount paid during the period is proposed under the 

scheme.   

5. The loan waiver scheme is envisaged with a view to encourage a culture of prompt repayment  

of loan among the beneficiaries, by making it mandatory on the part of the beneficiaries to repay 

at least a portion of the principal  amount in easy monthly  installments  

Benefits under the Scheme  

For the Eligible Beneficiaries under Group A   

Waiver of Interest Amount  

� Full interest amount due as on 31 December 2008 are to be waived from the TRP fund subject 

to a maximum of Rs. 75000 per family 

Waiver of Principal Amount  

� After fully waiving the interest amount, if the amount thus waived is less than Rs 75,000, the 

balance amount available will be adjusted against the principal amount due.  

� The balance principal amount still remaining outstanding (if any) is to be remitted by the eligible 

beneficiary in equal 24 monthly instalments without any interest or penal interest. (The period of 

repayment suggested is 24 months, which can be modified suitably.) 

� After the completion of 24 months if any principal amount due, then such balance principal 

amount will be treated as fresh loan and will carry interest from the date of the completion of 24 

months. Consequently, such beneficiary will in no case be eligible for any loan waiver schemes in 

the future. 

Waiver of Penal Interest Amount  

� Penal Interest amount (if any) will be totally borne by the society from their internal source of 

fund.  

For the Eligible Beneficiaries under Group B   

Waiver of Interest Amount  

� Not applicable for this group  

Waiver of Principal Amount  

� Full principal amount due as on 31 December 2008 is eligible for waiver from the TRP fund 

subject to a maximum amount of Rs. 75000 

� The balance principal amount still outstanding (if any) is to be remitted by the eligible 

beneficiary in equal 24 monthly installments without any interest or penal interest.  
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� After the completion of 24 months if any principal amount due, then such balance principal 

amount will be treated as fresh loan and will carry interest from the date of the completion of 24 

months. Consequently, such beneficiary will in no case be eligible for any loan waiver schemes in 

the future. 

Waiver of Penal Interest Amount  

� Not applicable for this group of beneficiary  

 

For the Eligible Beneficiaries under Group C   

Refund of Interest Amount  

� Entire Interest amount paid during the period from 27 December 2004 to 31 December 2008 

will be refunded to the eligible beneficiary from the TRP fund subject to a maximum of Rs. 

75000 

Waiver of Principal Amount  

� After fully refunding the interest amount, if such amount is less than the ceiling of   Rs. 75000, 

such balance amount is to be utilized to refund the principal amount, subject to a limit of 10% 

of the total principal amount.   

Waiver of Penal Interest Amount  

� Not applicable for this group of beneficiary  
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2.5. Grading of Schemes  

Table No. 2.15 

Grading of Scheme 

 
Areas of Performance 

(Maximum Score -20 for each ) 
Score 

1 Project Concept and Planning            7 

2  Project Monitoring and Achievement of Core Objectives 7 

3  Co-ordination within and between Departments/Agencies 10 

4  Beneficiary Satisfaction, Participation and Community Mobilization 7 

5  Innovations and Sustainability   5 

           Total Score  36 

           Grade  Below Average 

         *Poor = 20 and Below; Below Average = 21-40; Average = 41-60; Good = 61-80; Excellent = 81 and Above  
 

Project Concept and Planning  

The loan waiver scheme was announced at a time when the fishermen were facing a financial crisis 

fuelled by escalating operational costs coupled with diminishing catch, both of which added to their 

acute dependency on credit.  But the inordinate delay at all stages of the project right from 

identification of the beneficiaries to completion of waiver procedures indicate flaws in the planning 

process. Most importantly, the scheme was not planned in such a way as to not affect the thrift and 

credit culture among the fishermen community adversely.   

Project Monitoring and Achievement of Core Objective 

There was undue delay in project implementation at all stages, with all agencies and in all the 

districts. Taking into account the nature of the scheme, it was imperative that the waiver procedures 

were completed fast to avoid confusion and negative influence on thrift and credit culture in the 

fisheries   sector.  Even after five years, the waiver procedure has not been completed in majority of 

the cases. The inordinate delay points to laxity of the monitoring system put in place for 

implementation of the scheme.   

Co-ordination within and between department / Agencies  

Major portion of the scheme was implemented by Matsyafed and its primary societies. As Matsyafed 

has a centralized mechanism with its field offices to assist the primary cooperatives, there was little 
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challenge with regard to coordination between agencies.   Even then there was absence of clarity 

about identification of beneficiaries and the timeframe for completion of loan waiver procedures.  

Beneficiary satisfaction, participation and community mobilization  

All the fishermen whose loans were waived under the scheme were satisfied as they were relieved 

from the debt liability; moreover after the write off, they became eligible for availing various loan 

schemes and for assistance under government programmes implemented through Matsyafed and 

PCSs. But the entire liability of the loan waiver is shared by the government and primary 

cooperatives; the beneficiaries were not intended to have any stake in it. This ‘book adjustment’ 

mode foreclosed any need for community sensitization or mobilization.   

Innovation and Sustainability  

The project planners seem to have been little concerned about the functional dynamics of the 

fisheries cooperatives and their sustainability. The cooperatives among the fishermen were 

established with much effort of the community leaders and the government to relieve the fishermen 

from the clutches of private money lenders and to nurture savings culture among them.  The loan 

waiver scheme is a onetime affair, but the cooperatives are supposed to serve the community in the 

long run. The loan waiver scheme has put many PCSs under severe financial stress, adversely 

affecting their normal functioning.  The authorities did not foresee such negative impacts of the 

scheme, and did little to mitigate them.  

 


